MALCOM X COLLEGE Star Scholar Student Profile

1,068 STAR SCHOLARS
★ 797 Star Scholars Enrolled in Fall 2018

ETHNIC DIVERSITY:
- Hispanic 71.26%
- Black 24.48%
- Asian 1.63%
- Multi-Racial 1.13%
- White 1.38%
- Non-Specific 0.12%

GENDER:
- 82% Female
- 18% Male

Malcolm X Star Scholars SUCCEED:
- Angelica Zamudio
  - Transferred to UIC
- Tahira Moon
  - Nursing Student
- Howar Ruiz Navarrete
  - Transferred to National Lewis University

SCHOLARS ATTENDED THESE CPS SCHOOLS
- Juarez
- Curie
- Instituto-Health
- Kennedy
- North-Grand
- Lane Tech
- Hubbard
- Infinity
- Roosevelt
- Kelly

TOP TRANSFER INSTITUTIONS
- University of Illinois at Chicago
- Northeastern Illinois University
- Loyola University Chicago
- Western Illinois University
- Purdue University

STAR SCHOLARS GET INVOLVED:
Malcolm X Star Scholars commonly participate within these organizations & groups: Student Government Association, Phi Theta Kappa, and Hawks Athletics

LEARN MORE
www.ccc.edu/starscholarship